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Dear Reader,

We have now completed our third year of operations as the Environmental Monitoring Advisory Board. 
I speak for my fellow Board members when I say a look back over the 2003-2004 year shows that we 
have come a long way since the establishment of the Board in 2001.

Community is the foundation of EMAB. Besides the federal and territorial governments and Diavik, 
fi ve Aboriginal groups are Parties to the Agreement. At the heart of the Agreement are provisions for 
the involvement of the Aboriginal people in the design and implementation of monitoring programs. 
Fish palatability, water quality, fencing to protect caribou and other animals, and the replacement of 
damaged fi sh habitat – these are just a few of the environmental areas that saw all our communities 
work together to arrive at recommendations.

I would like to thank Ted Blondin and Clem Paul who worked as alternate representatives for the Dogrib 
Treaty 11 Council and the North Slave Metis Alliance. I would like to welcome John B. Zoe who is now 
the alternate for the Dogrib. I also welcome to EMAB two new staff: John McCullum, our new Executive 
Director and Michele LeTourneau, our new Communications Coordinator.

Finally, I would like to thank the Parties to the Agreement, the concerned public, Diavik and the 
regulators for their active involvement in helping make the Environmental Agreement as effective and 
effi cient as possible.

Robert Turner
Chair 

EMAB Chair Robert Turner attended 
as an observer on behalf of the Board 
when EMAB’s Traditional Knowledge 
Panel on Fencing visited Diavik.  

LETTER TO READERS
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The Environmental Monitoring Advisory Board 
(EMAB) was formed as a requirement of the 
Diavik Environmental Agreement. EMAB was 
incorporated under the Societies Act on January 
30, 2001, and the fi rst formal Board meeting 
was held in February 2001. The Board operates 
independently from Diavik Diamond Mines Inc 
(DDMI) and the governments of Canada, the 
Northwest Territories and Nunavut and aims to 
assist the Parties to the Environmental Agreement 
in the implementation of a common strategy to 
address environmental issues related to the 
mine.

The Board is composed of one representative 
from: Dogrib Treaty 11 Council; Yellowknives 
Dene First Nation; Lutsel K’e Dene First Nation; 
Kitikmeot Inuit Association; North Slave Metis 
Alliance; Government of the Northwest Territories; 
Government of Nunavut; Government of Canada; 
and Diavik Diamond Mines Inc.

EMAB’s mandate is to make recommendations 
concerning management, mitigation and 
monitoring plans and to identify whether additional 
monitoring is required. 

The participation of the Aboriginal Peoples from 
the Affected Communities in environmental 
training and monitoring is required in order to 
provide a meaningful role for Aboriginal Peoples, 
as is the incorporation of Traditional Knowledge 
into study design and understanding of monitoring 
results.

The Board held 11 offi cial meetings in 2003-04 
including meetings in Dettah and at the Diavik 
site. In addition to Board meetings the Executive 
Committee met 11 times, the Annual Report 
Committee met three times and the Personnel 
Committee met twice. The Board also hosted 
meetings and workshops to receive information 
and advice on issues resulting from the Diavik 
project including public meetings in Dettah, 
Kugluktuk and Wha Ti.

John McCullum was hired in May as the Executive
Director. As part of the implementation plan for 
EMAB’s Communications Strategy the Board 
created a Communications Coordinator position 
and Michele LeTourneau fi lled that position in 
January 2004.  Linda Tourangeau continues with 
EMAB as Offi ce Manager.

EMAB convened its fi rst two Traditional Knowledge 
panels, as allowed for in the Environmental 
Agreement. The fi rst saw elders gather, study and 
discuss DFO’s No Net Loss Policy for fi sh habitat 
compensation. The second dealt with fencing 
at the Diavik mine site. Elders and youth from 
the Affected Communities also participated in a 
second annual Fish Palatability and Texture Study.

EMAB held a water quality workshop in Kugluktuk. 
The Board also participated in two workshops: 
Board effectiveness and a clause-by-clause review 
of the Environmental Agreement.

This year EMAB received 13 plans and reports 
and one required report revision. Regulators 
considered a request originally submitted by DDMI 
in June 2003 and revised in December to change 
the ammonia limits in their water licence, along 
with supporting technical information.  

EMAB participated as an observer on the Diavik 
Technical Committee, a committee that advises 
the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board 
on technical matters related to Diavik’s water 
licence.

Issues of particular focus for the Board included: 
Diavik’s application to amend their water licence; 
the Wildlife Effects Monitoring Program; fi sh 
and fi sh habitat monitoring; the Aquatic Effects 
Monitoring Program; fencing at the Diavik mine 
site; and water quality.

EMAB received its third clean fi nancial audit from 
Michael Odell and Associates.

SUMMARY
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Okoa Nunalikiyit Taotoktit Katimayiit (EMAB) 
eliyaohimayut pitkhimakmagit okoa Diavik Nunalikiot 
Angigotaitigut. EMAB eliyaohima-yuk eloani ovani 
Katimayiit Maligani ovani Januali 30, 2001-mi, 
ovalo hivolikpakmik katimayiit katimahimayut 
Febyoali 2001-mi elikoktot Diavik Diamond Mines 
Inc. (DDMI) ovalo kavamatokanit Kanatami, okoalo 
Nunatiamionit okonanit Nunavut Kavamanitlo ovalo 
ekayugahoakpaktot Havakatigiiktoni Nunalikotinik 
Angigotikot ema elivagait pikatigiiklotik oktukhimayut 
nunalikinikmot oyagakhio-giami.

Okoa Katimayiit pikaktot ematot ataohik meetikti: 
Dogrib Treaty 11 Katimayiinit; Yelonaimiot 
Itkiliit Katimayiinit; Lutsel K’e Itkiliit Katimayiit; 
Kitikmeot Inuit Katima-yiinit; North Slave Itkiliagat 
Katimayiinit; Nunatiap Kavamanit; Nunavut 
Kavamanit; Kavamatokat Kana-tamit; ovalo Diavik 
Diamond Mines Inc.

EMAB-kot havakhaotait pitkoyaohimayut 
ehomagikmagit monagitjutinik nunanot, 
ehoinaktaililotiklo ovalo taotoklotik 
opalongaikhimayut ovalo naonaikhihimayut emakak 
allanik taotutinik piagiakagonakhivlotik.

Okoa havakataoyut okoa Kablonangogitot 
Inuit nunamiotat tahamani oyagakhiokviop 
haniani nunalikiok-hat taotoktit Kablonangogitot 
Inuit havaktitaolotik, eliogakhimayait Inuit 
Elihimayatokainik atoklotik taotoktitiniaktot nunamik 
kanogilitniaktomik.

Okoa Katimayiit meetikpaktot 11-nik ovani 2003-
04 okoa meetikhotik ovani Dettah-mi ovanilo Diavik 
oyagakhiokvikmi. Hamalo Katimayiit meetikpaktot 
Atangoyat 11-nik meetikhotik, onalo Okiok 
Enikmat pingahoiktokhimaplotik meetikpakmiot 
ovalo Ataniit Meetigivlotik malgoiktokhotik. 
okoa Katimayiit ovalo meetiktitivakmiot ovalo 
nalonaiayaivlotik naonaitkotinik ovalo onniojoivaktot 
elihimaliktamingnik Dettah-mi, Kugluktuktomi 
ovanilo Wha ti-mi.

John McCullum havakhaniktaoyuk May-mi 
Atanikhak. Elaokmat eliogaiyuni opalongaiyaotini 
EMAB Tohaktitaotainik Oktutinik Katimayiit 
eliogagat Tohaktitoatit Havaktikhak onalo Michele 
Letourneau havakvigilikta ovani Januali 2004-mi. 
Linda Tourangeau havakhimaktok okonani EMAB-ni 
Afi simi Havakti.

EMAB atokhimaktait Inuit Elihimayatokait meetiktit, 
ema angigotikot atogiakakmagit. Okoa hivoliit 
Inutkoat meetiktitaoyut, ehivgiokhiyut ovalo 
okaotikaktot DFO-lo Ikaluknik Tamaktailiyit tahiknik 
akiliohiagotikhainik. Ona aipalo havakaktat nuna 
piholaiyakviliktokhogo Diavik oyagakhiokvikmot 
hoganit Eniknigit okoalo inulgamiit Hanianit Inuit 
nunalgit elaovaktot aipani Ikaluknik Nigiominaktolikiot 
ovalo Aniagotinik ehivgiotktot oyagakhiokvikmi.

EMAB havakaktotlo emakmik ehivgiokhivlotik 
Kugluktumi kugamit. Okoa Katimayiit ovalo 
elaovaktot malgokni elihaotivlotik kanok 
ehivgiohivlotik Nunalikotinik Angigotinik.

Okiok tatja EMAB pivaktot 13-nik havakhanik 
ovalo onipkakhanik nutangoktokhanik. Maligalioktit 
kavamat pilgakhimayunik onipkanik okonanit DDMI-
ni June 2003-mi ovalo nutangoktait Desaipami 
ona Ammonia kovigaknik kiglikaktokhak emakmot 
laisitik maliklogit, ekayutainiklo ayoknaktolikiot 
havangitnik nunamot.

EMAB elaovaktotlo taotokhotik Diavik Ayoknaktolikiot 
Havaktingitnik, katimayiit pikaktot emalikionik 
oniojoiyut Mackenzie Valley Nunalikiot Emalikiot 
Katimayiinot havamingnik okaktot Diavik laisianik.

Onipkagivagait Kaitmayiit havangit elaoyut: Diavik-
mot apikotait allangoktokha emakmot laisikhat; 
onalo Hogaanik Kanogilitjutiniaktot Taotiklotik; 
ikaluknik tahiotainiklo taotoklotik; ona Emmat 
Kanogilitaoniaktot Taotoktaoniaktot; hogat 
piholaikvikhanik; emaklo.

EMAB  maniktotiakmata omanga Michael Odellmit 
and Manilikiyiinit.s

NAITOLIOGAK
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Dè, Ti eyits'ô Yat'a Hogiidi gha k'àodeè hohåî ekoò 
dè haidii gha Nàawo hohåî ts'ôæôô adla ilè.  Dô eåexè 
eghàlaede gha Nàawodeè wetåa gizì dek'eetå'è adla, 
Edaidzêëtso Zaà 30, 2001 ekoò, eyits'ô Sanek'ôâ  
2001 takweåôô eåegeadi.  Diavik Sôömbak'e, Canada 
Dèts'ô k'àowo, Edzanèk'e dèts'ô K'àowo eyits'ô 
Nunavut giidêê lanì whacho eghàlagiide, hanìkoò 
hazô gots'àgeedi xè dè gha nàowodeè k'e eghàlagiide 
eyits'ô nàowo gehtsî t'à dè hoidi-ha sôömbak'e xè 
eghàlagiide hôt'e. 

K'àodeè yagîlîî sìi hazô gots'ô dône îlè yik'e wheda 
hôt'e.  Tåîchô Treaty 11 K'àowodeè, Sömbak'e Dene 
First Nation, Åutsel K'e Dene Band, Xotenda Eåexè 
Eghàlagide Dôö, Chîk'edaà Tideè Waak'ôâ K'àodeè, 
Edzanèk'e Dèts'ô K'àowo, Nunavut Dèts'ô K'aowo, 
Canada Dèts'ô K'àowo eyits'ô Diavik Sôömbak'e. 

EMAB nàowo gîit'ô sìi, daxô dône sìi, K'àodeè ghô 
naniegede tahkoò, asìi ghô gogede-ha gîwô eyits'ô 
asìi hogiidii-ha segogehæî-ha nàawo gehtsî ha gigha 
hot'ô hot'e.  Daxô îåaa asìi hoidi-ha gîwô nîdè, dedîî 
k'àdedeè hôt'è. 

Köta yagola gik'egôîæa ts'ô dône gixè ha hôt'e, dè 
hoidi nàowo goghàgetsô-ha eyits'ô dè hogiidi-ha 
hanì dône goxè aget'îî ha hôt'e.  Whàèdôö nàowo 
k'êê asìi wedanaeta-ha eyits'ô asìi hoidii nàowo 
ginìèdi-ha. 

Dii xo k'e 2003-04 2003 gha, K'àodeè siì, hoonô 
dats'ô îåè et'aà eåegeadi hôt'e, Dettah eyits'ô Diviak 
Sömabak'e ekôô.  Eyìi eåegeadi wexè K'àodeè sìi 
ededîî hoonô dats'ô îåè et'aà eåegeadi hôt'e.  Xoo 
taot'e nîhtå'è gehtsî Committee ededîî tai et'aà eåexè 
geakw'e hôt'è eyits'ô dô gha eghàlagide siì, nàake 
eåexè geakw'e hôt'e.  K'àodeè sìi, köta dône xè 
eåegeadi eyits'ô workshop hagîîla îlè, godi gha eyits'ô 
diavik ts'ôöhk'e dône asìi ghô nanìegede gha, Dettah, 
Kugluktuk eyits'ô Whatì dône xè geakw'è. 

Tôts'i Zaà k'e, John McCaullum sìi, K'àowedeè elî 
ha laa k'e negîîtå'è, EMAB ts'ôôhk'e, Dône asìì ghô 
gode t'à dô xè godo-ha sìi, K'àodeè laa îleè gehtsî 
eyits'ô Michele LeTourneau siì, laa k'e wheda agîîla, 

Edaidzêë tso Zaà 2004 ekoò, Linda Tourangeau sìi, 
EMAB gha îåaa eghàlaede ts'à nîhtå'èkö nîhtå'è k'edi 
elîî. 

Whàèdôö k'êê asìi wedanàhoèta-ha, EMAB nàke 
et'aà dône xè eghàlagîîda, Dè xoidi t'à ôhda sìi, åiwe 
k'alagîîde, liwe k'àgetô eyits'ô DFO ginàowo 
weghaa, liwe wedêê hohåî nîdè edaanì dône ts'ôæedi-
ha ghô gogîde.  Nàke t'à, Diavik Sömbak'e wemô 
kw'îî adle-ha ghô gogîde.  Köta yagola ts'ô, öhda 
eyits'ô chekoa åiwe nàowo danàgeta goxè ageat'îî. 
Xoteda nèk'e Kugluktuk ekôô, tì k'àhoeta-ha 
workshop hagîîla, EMAB goxè ageat'îî.  K'àodeè sìi, 
nàke et'aà workshop dô xè ageat'îî.  K'àodeè nezì 
eåexè eghàlagide t'à Dè Xoidi gha Nàowo nîhtå'è 
hazô nezî gik'aètô hôt'e. 

Dii xo k'e laa hohåè a, EMAB laa nîhtå'è hoònô 
dats'ô tai gits'ô adla îlè, eyits'ô nîhtå'è îåeè sìi, k'àchî 
sinàdle-ha dône ts'ô anàgîîla.  Nàowo xoigidi dôö sìi, 
laa gha nîhtå'è ghô naniègedi-ha, Eyè gosa 2003 
ekoò, DDMI nîhtå'è gots'ö agîîla îlè.  Eyits'ô taati zaà 
k'e nîhtå'è åadîî agîîla, Ti nîhtå'è ts'ôôhk'e, nàèdiåîî 
Ammonia datåô t'à aget'îî ghô nanìegede eyits'ô 
nàowo wehoehdi-le wegodi wexè adle ha gîîwô. 

Diavik ts'ôôhk'e, Nàowo necha k'e eghàlagide dôö 
eåegeadi t'à, EMAB goxè geakw'e, eyìì Committee 
sìi, Tì gha Nàowodeè K'ègeezô goxè aget'îî hôt'e, 
eyits'ô ededîî sìi, Diavik gits'ô tì nîhtå'è gha 
Mackenzie Valley Ti eyits'ô Dè gha K'àowodeè ts'ô 
gogede hôt'è. 

K'àodeè ayìì denàak'e ghô naniègede sìi, Diavik 
gits'ô tì nîhtå'è k'achî sinàdle ha gîwô, Tich'àdi 
wexoidi nàowo laa, Åiwe eyits'ô Åiwe nàdè wexoidi 
laa, Teh asìi nàdè wexoidi laa, Diavik wemô kwîî 
adle-ha eyits'ô ti nîhtå'è. 

EMAB ginîhtå'è k'àhoetô t'à, Michael Odell & 
Associates-sôömba nàeta dôö yagîlîî sìi, nezî 
sôömba t'à eghàlagîda gedi hôt'e. 
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In September 1998, Diavik submitted its environmental assessment report to the federal government. 
The submission was based on geotechnical, environmental and socio-economic investigations, public 
consultation and discussions that took place between 1994 and 1998.

THE COMPREHENSIVE STUDY REPORT (CSR)
Further information that came from the technical review and public consultations formed the 
Comprehensive Study of the Diavik Diamonds Project in 1998 and 1999. At the end of the 
Comprehensive Study it was stated that, with the mitigation measures proposed by Diavik, there would 
be no signifi cant adverse environmental effects. It was also stated that mechanisms were required to 
make sure monitoring and mitigation measures took place.

ENVIRONMENTAL AGREEMENT
In response to the CSR fi ndings, an Environmental Agreement was developed that established 
appropriate responsibilities of Diavik and federal, territorial and Aboriginal governments in the 
cooperative development, on-going review and modifi cation of follow-up programs to mitigate potential 
mine effects on the biophysical environment.On March 20, 2000, the Environmental Agreement for the 
Diavik Diamonds Project came into effect. It is a legally binding agreement between Diavik, the Aboriginal 
Parties affected by this mine, and the Governments of Canada and the Northwest Territories.The 
agreement requires that an environmental monitoring advisory board be established, operating at arm’s 
length and independent from the Parties to the agreement. It specifi es the mandate, composition and 
functioning of the board, and establishes the Board’s responsibility to perform its functions consistently 
with the purpose and guiding principles of Article 1 of the Environmental Agreement. The board will 
remain in place until full and fi nal reclamation of the mine.

Environmental Monitoring 
Advisory Board (EMAB)

The Environmental Monitoring Advisory Board 
(EMAB) was formed as a requirement of the 
Diavik Environmental Agreement and is intended 
to provide an integrated and co-operative approach 
to the environmental management of the Diavik 
mine. EMAB was incorporated under the Societies 
Act, on January 30, 2001, and held its fi rst formal 
board meeting in February 2001. The Board 
operates independently from Diavik Diamond 
Mines Inc. and the governments of Canada, the 
Northwest Territories and Nunavut and aims 
to assist the Parties in the implementation of a 
common strategy to address environmental matters 
associated with the mine.

EMAB translated the Environmental Agreement 
into plain language this year to help readers better 
understand it. The sections taken from the EA in 
the following pages are from that plain language 
translation.
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• To make sure that Diavik and others 
appropriately implement the requirements 
related to the steps they will take to 
lessen the impact of the Project on the 
environment. 

• These steps are listed in Diavik’s 
Commitments and in the Responsible 
Authorities’ conclusions in the 
Comprehensive Study Report.

• To add monitoring activities. These 
activities, along with monitoring called 
for by the licences, leases and permits, 
will help check that predictions in the 
Environmental Assessment are right. This 
extra monitoring will also check that the 
impact on the environment is reduced and 
that the Commitments are being carried 
out.

• To help make sure that monitoring, 
management and regulation of the 
mine is done in a way that respects the 
environment as a whole, meaning the land, 
water, air and animals.

• To respect and protect the air, land, water, 
fi sh, wildlife, and sites of importance, such 
as burial sites, sacred sites and objects 
and items of historical and cultural interest 
found at the sites, as well as cultural 
resources, and the land-based economy 
that are necessary to the way of life and 
well-being of the Aboriginal Peoples.

• To fi nd ways to allow the people of the 
communities and the larger public to have 
a say and participate in the environmental 
side of the mine.

• To give advice and direction to Diavik so 
that Diavik can manage the mine with 
all of the purposes of the Environmental 
Agreement in mind.

• To help increase the usefulness of the 
environmental monitoring and to help pull 
together the efforts of everyone involved in 
the monitoring and regulation of the mine.

• To help make sure that people in the 
Affected Communities know about the 
Project.

• To help the Aboriginal Peoples and the 
public take part in reaching the purposes 
of the Environmental Agreement.

ARTICLE 1 OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL AGREEMENT

“The Environmental Monitoring Advisory Board 
continues to do a high-quality job of tracking the 
environmental effects of the Diavik Diamonds 
Project, and providing recommendations to 
help safeguard the land, water and wildlife. The 
Department of Indian Affairs and Northern 
Development looks forward to continuing to 
work with all independent monitoring boards to 
improve their effi ciency and effectiveness through 
a one-window approach to regional and project 
monitoring.” 

“Management of the valuable natural resources of 
the Northwest Territories is a shared responsibility 
between governments and users. EMAB is an 
effective tool in overseeing the environmental 
management of the Diavik Project and ensuring 
the Aboriginal people and community residents 
are involved in designing and undertaking 
monitoring programs using scientifi c, traditional 
and local knowledge.” 

– Peter Vician, Deputy 
Minister, RWED, GNWT

PURPOSE 
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES 
• Adaptive environmental management.

• Sustainable development.

• Plan and bring about measures to protect the environment and reduce negative effects on the 
environment. This is to be done using the best appropriate technology that is cost effective.

• Precautionary Principle, which means that when there are threats of serious or irreversible 
damage, lack of full scientifi c certainty will not be used as a reason for postponing reasonable 
measures to prevent environmental degradation.

• Encourage further development of the abilities and resources of the Aboriginal Peoples to 
participate in mine-related environment issues.

• Recognize the unique and valuable environment of the Lac de Gras area.

• Use Traditional Knowledge and scientifi c information where it is appropriate.

• Help the Parties work together on environmental issues that have to do with Diavik.

“After over a decade of effort and investment, 
Diavik has fi nally become an operating mine. 
Through the hard work of many people, the 
mine is showing itself to be world class in 
all respects, from its quality diamonds to its 
exceptional engineering, from its comprehensive 
environmental systems and practices to its 
signifi cant socio-economic benefi ts. With the 
adoption of best practices, including ISO 14001 
environmental certifi cation, we intend to remain 
a world-class operation. With EMAB growing 
with us, contributing its knowledge and a new 
standard of community transparency, we are sure 
to become a world-class example of sustainable 
development.”

–  Joe Carrabba, President, Diavik

“EMAB adds a third party perspective on behalf 
of Canadians by reviewing and monitoring the 
manner in which proponent and government 
fulfi ll their responsibilities.”

– Julie Dahl, Area Chief, Habitat, Fish 
Habitat Management, Western Arctic 
Area, Department of Fisheries and Oceans, 
Government of Canada
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WHAT IS EMAB’S MANDATE?
As an arm’s length board, EMAB will remain 
independent from the Parties and follow the 
purpose and guiding principles described in 
Article 1. In addition, EMAB will:

• Help the Parties cooperate as they work 
towards the purpose and as they carry out 
the guiding principles in Article 1.

• Act as a watchdog:
• by keeping an eye on the regulatory 

process of the organizations that 
keep track of environmental rules 
(like the water licence); and 

• by making sure that everything in 
the Environmental Agreement is 
done.

• Review:
• Environmental Plans and Programs 

related to the mine; 
• Annual Reports; 
• Environmental Protection  

Measures; 
• reports about compliance and/or 

the monitoring of the project; and  
• other reports and information about 

the quality of the environment.

• Make recommendations after the review 
of reports to make sure that the purposes 
and guiding principles are met. These go 
to:

• Diavik; 
• the Minister of Indian Affairs and 

Northern Development; or 
• any other party or group that has 

the responsibility to regulate or 
manage the matter in the report.

• Make recommendations on issues 
relating to access for purposes of wildlife 
harvesting.

• Make recommendations on the participation 
of each of the Aboriginal Peoples and the 
Affected Communities in training initiatives 
and monitoring programs that deal with 
Environmental Quality.

• Make recommendations about the need 
for and design of Traditional Knowledge 
and other studies. Where appropriate 
EMAB helps manage and carry out these 
studies.

• Find and develop ways to provide 
information to Affected Communities and 
the public on Environmental Quality.

• Report to the Parties and the public on 
EMAB’s activities and on how it’s doing its 
job.

• Set up a public library where anyone 
can fi nd reports and studies about the 
environmental aspects of the mine.

• Participate in hearings, the dispute 
resolution process as described in this 
Agreement and other legal processes.

• Offer a meaningful role for each of the 
Aboriginal Peoples in the review and 
carrying out of Diavik’s environmental 
monitoring plans.

 

“The Environmental Monitoring Advisory 
Board (EMAB) is an excellent example of an 
independent watchdog the NSMA can rely on to 
clearly voice our concerns and provide unbiased 
information about Diavik, regulatory agencies 
and the cumulative impact of industry on our 
lands as a whole. Through EMAB the NSMA 
has been able to maintain an active role in 
monitoring and mitigating impacts resulting 
from industry in our region. EMAB has not 
only provided the logistical support needed to 
ensure Aboriginal communities are consulted on 
all aspects of the Diavik Diamond Project but 
have also provided capacity building, technical 
expertise and research development to further our 
endeavour to protect the environment for future 
generations.” 

– North Douglas, President, North Slave Metis 
Alliance
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HOW IS EMAB FORMED?
The Board is formed of one representative from each of the Parties to the Environmental Agreement:

• Dogrib Treaty 11 Council
• Yellowknives Dene First Nation
• Lutsel K’e Dene First Nation
• Kitikmeot Inuit Association
• North Slave Metis Alliance
• Government of the Northwest Territories
• Government of Canada
• Diavik Diamond Mines Inc.

The Government of Nunavut has representation on the Board, as the Environmental Agreement 
recognizes their involvement in transboundary issues relating to water quality and wildlife.

WHAT ARE THE BOARD’S OBJECTIVES?
The Board’s objectives are to provide community input and advice to DDMI and regulators, with the 
overall intent of minimizing mine-related environmental impacts.

With participation and contribution from Aboriginal Peoples and Affected Communities, the Board plans 
to build a strong relationship with Diavik to ensure communities are full participants in all aspects of 
environmental monitoring and mitigation measures associated with the mine.

HOW DOES EMAB WORK?
The Board has an offi ce in Yellowknife staffed with the Executive Director, the Communications 
Coordinator and the Offi ce Manager. This offi ce houses a library of materials on the Diavik mine and is 
open to the public. Materials, such as the annual report, are produced at this offi ce. Initiatives, such 
as caribou monitoring and traditional knowledge workshops, are planned and implemented here, with 
some meetings and workshops rotating among the communities.

Diavik, the Government of Canada, and the Government of the Northwest Territories provided start-up 
costs for the fi rst two years. Diavik now solely provides the current annual budget of $600,000. For 
funding that is not available within the agreed-to budget, Diavik has agreed to review proposals from 
EMAB and either fund them or explain their reasons for not funding in writing. EMAB or DDMI can 
ask the Minister to review the proposals or the decisions. The Board is registered as a “not-for-profi t” 
society in the Northwest Territories. 

“We are happy with the continual communication 
with the Board through our own representative, 
We are assured that our unique concerns and 
issues are being raised and addressed.

“This year, we encountered a situation whereby 
Diavik’s water licence required an amendment. As 
written in the Environmental Agreement, EMAB 
is mandated to participate as an intervener in 
regulatory processes. However, as it was decided 
the Parties to the Agreement themselves would 
intervene. Funds for such an intervention were 
not available from industry or from government. 
In situations like this, I will strongly support the 
Board in making sure that intervener funding 
be secured for us from Diavik for any further 
amendment to any licence or lease.

Another area that needs more work and attention 
is training and capacity building of aboriginal 
people, signatories to the Environmental 
Agreement, in the area of monitoring the affects of 
the mine on the environment. I hope to see more of 
that in the coming year.”

– Archie Catholique, Chief, Lutsel K’e Dene 
First Nation
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WHO ARE THE BOARD MEMBERS?

WHY SIT ON THE BOARD?

Robert Turner 
North Slave Metis Alliance
Chair 
It is very important to have an independent body to monitor government regulators as 
well as industry to ensure our environment is protected for future generations.

Floyd Adlem
Government of Canada 
Vice Chair
Monitoring the development and operation of Diavik Diamond Mines Inc. and 
including the communities in that process is an important aspect of protecting the 
northern environment.

The Environmental Monitoring Advisory 
Board members represent a broad cross-section 
of northern society, with experience ranging 
from years in corporate and public service, in 
the North and around the world, to life spent 
close to the land. 

This diversity brings with it challenges and 
opportunities, as we search for ways to build 
strong relationships with each other and 
with our regulatory and company partners. 
We will continue to work to ensure that 
communities are full participants in all aspects 
of environmental monitoring and mitigation 
measures associated with Diavik.

“Yellowknives Dene First Nation participation on 
EMAB has been helpful because the Board provides 
insight and communicates to our people and the 
communities affected by the Diavik mine about 
environmental issues and activities at the Diavik 
site that may affect the Land, Water, Wildlife, Fish 
and Weledeh Yellowknives People”

– Darrell Beaulieu, Chief, Yellowknives Dene 
First Nation, Ndilo

The Board in Lutsel K’e :
Back row, from left: Doug Crossley, John McCullum, 
Floyd Adlem and Bob Turner
Front row: Lawrence Goulet, Johnny Weyallon, 
Florence Catholique and Erik Madsen
Missing: Doug Doan and John Morrison

BOARD MEMBERS
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Johnny Weyallon (Dogrib Treaty 11 Council)

Gonèk'e dagot'î eyits'ô tì eyits'ô tich'adi wexoidi wet'àæaà hôt'e.  Diavik sömbak'e eyits'ô asìi hogiìdi 
dôö nezî delaa gighalageda ha ts'îîwô hôt'e. 

It is important to monitor what happens to our land and water and animals, too.  We want to make 
sure that Diavik and the regulators are doing their job right. 

Lawrence Goulet (Yellowknife Dene First Nation)

Sôömbak'e Dene First Nation gigha gode segha wet'àæàa hôt'e, tich'adi, dè, tì eyits'ô yat'àa wexoidi-
ha ts'îwô.  EMAB gixè eghàlats'iide-ha nezî wexè sôömbak'e yagola hogiidi eyits'ô dè hogiidi ha 
hôt'è. 

It is important for me to represent Yellowknives Dene First Nation because of the need to protect our 
wildlife, land, water and air.  EMAB is a good tool for keeping an eye on the mine and how it affects 
the environment. 

I
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It is important to monitor what happens to our land and water and animals, too.  We want to make 
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Lawrence Goulet (Yellowknife Dene First Nation)

Sôömbak'e Dene First Nation gigha gode segha wet'àæàa hôt'e, tich'adi, dè, tì eyits'ô yat'àa wexoidi-
ha ts'îwô.  EMAB gixè eghàlats'iide-ha nezî wexè sôömbak'e yagola hogiidi eyits'ô dè hogiidi ha 
hôt'è. 

It is important for me to represent Yellowknives Dene First Nation because of the need to protect our 
wildlife, land, water and air.  EMAB is a good tool for keeping an eye on the mine and how it affects 
the environment. 
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Located on a 20 square kilometre island in Lac de Gras, the Diavik mine is approximately 300 km by air 
northeast of Yellowknife, the capital city of the Northwest Territories, in northern Canada. 

Diavik expects to mine four diamond ore bodies, commonly called kimberlite pipes, over a 20-year mine 
life. The pipes are small compared to the world average, but they contain a higher than average content 
of attractive, high quality and readily marketable diamonds. 

The Diavik mine plan called for a two-year period to reach full production. After this start-up period, 
Diavik expected kimberlite processing to reach 1.5 million tonnes each year, with an anticipated 
diamond production peak of over six million carats annually. By mid-2003, the mine had ramped up to 
full production, well ahead of schedule. By year-end, Diavik had mined approximately 26 million tonnes 
of waste rock and nearly 1.3 million tonnes of kimberlite ore. Diamond production was approximately 
3.8 million carats. To take advantage of the strong marketplace, Diavik has raised its production target 
for 2004 to 8.2 million carats of rough diamonds. 

Diavik expects to produce approximately 107 million carats of diamonds over the mine’s life, using a 
combination of open pit and underground mining methods. In addition to the already completed A154 
dike, DDMI plans to build two more water diversion structures from shore to surround the diamond-
bearing pipes and allow mining. 

The mine’s physical plant is located on East Island and includes a kimberlite processing plant, permanent 
accommodation complex, maintenance shop, three 18-million litre diesel fuel storage tanks, boiler 
house, sewage treatment plant and powerhouse. Elevated arctic corridors carry services and provide 
enclosed walkways that connect all major buildings. In addition, there is a drinking water treatment 
plant, and a wastewater treatment plant.  

Environmental Setting

Lac de Gras is a large lake roughly in the centre 
of the Slave Geological Province, north of the tree 
line, and in Canada’s Southern Arctic ecozone. The 
area is cold and dry. The lake is the headwaters of 
the Coppermine River, which fl ows 250 kilometres 
north to the Arctic Ocean. Lac de Gras is typical 
of arctic lakes in being quite cold with long ice-
covered periods, and little food for fi sh and other 
creatures. Fish species include lake trout, Cisco, 
round whitefi sh, Arctic grayling and burbot. 
Lac de Gras is also near the centre of the range 
of the Bathurst caribou herd and large numbers 
of the herd, now estimated at a population of 
185,000, can be seen in the area during spring 
and fall migration. Many other animals include 
the mine site in their home ranges, such as Grizzly 
Bear, wolves and wolverines, smaller mammals, 
migratory birds and waterfowl.

DIAVIK
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DIAVIK
WHERE IS DIAVIK?
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DIAVIK
WATER MANAGEMENT 

SYSTEMS AT DIAVIK
There are four systems managing water at the mine 
site:

1) DRINKING WATER AND SEWAGE
• Diavik draws drinking water from Lac de Gras 

and treats it with small amounts of chlorine.

• Sewage goes through the sewage treatment 
plant. Diavik treats it then pumps it out to 
the processed kimberlite containment facility 
(PKC). 

2) PIT WATER AND DIKE SEEPAGE 
WATER
• Diavik pumps water from the bottom of the pit, 

as well as water that leaks through the wall 
of the dike and is collected in seepage wells, 
into the North Inlet. In the future, if the water 
collected in the seepage wells meets licence 
criteria Diavik can pump it directly into Lac de 
Gras.

• Diavik dammed off the North Inlet from the 
lake and uses it to hold the large amounts of 
water coming from the pits.

• Diavik measures water quality, removes 
sediment from the water and controls pH at 
the water treatment plant. 

• Once the water leaves the water treatment 
plant it goes out through a long pipe along 
the bottom of the lake called a diffuser. The 
diffuser is blocked off at the end and has many 
holes in it so the water is forced out along the 
way and mixes with the lake water.

• There is a large pond near the middle of the 
island and south of the North Inlet called 
the sedimentation/clarifi cation pond (or sed 
pond). It was used to contain the last of the 
water that was pumped from inside the dike 
once it got too muddy to go straight into the 
lake. 

• Once the clarifi cation pond is empty it will be 
used to store type 3 rock from the pits.

  

Pit A154S (foreground) and Pit A154N

North Inlet, dammed off from the rest of Lac de 
Gras, showing barge and dam.

All Water from North Inlet goes out through the 
water treatment plant.
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3) PROCESSING PLANT
• The processing plant uses water to separate 

the diamonds from the kimberlite ore that 
Diavik mines. 

• There is a pond called the PKC in the middle of 
the island. Diavik created this pond by building 
dikes or dams at either end of a small valley. As 
the pond gets bigger, Diavik will raise the dikes 
to hold the water.

• The processing plant draws its water from the 
PKC and returns the used water back to the 
PKC.

• Diavik’s goal is to use only water from the 
PKC for processing, so that it is 
being recycled all the time, instead of 
drawing water from the lake.  

4) DRAINAGE DITCHES AND 
COLLECTION PONDS
• Any seepage from the PKC, the waste 

rock, the facilities around of the mine, 
including run-off from melting snow 
or rain is designed to be caught by 
a series of drainage ditches and 
channelled into engineered collection 
ponds.

• Diavik tests the water from all ponds 
and if they meet licence criteria they 
can be discharged directly to Lac de 
Gras.

After water from pond #12 is tested and 
meets water licence criteria, it can be pumped 
to Lac de Gras

The clarifi cation/sedimentation pond (sed pond) is 
a temporary water-storage area for high sedinment 
water pumped from the diked area. In the distance 
type 1,2 and 3 rock is piled

Outfl ow from process plant to processed kimberlite 
containment facility.

DIAVIK
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The Board held 11 offi cial meetings in 2003-04 including meetings in Dettah and at the Diavik site. They 
held the Annual General Meeting in Yellowknife. These meetings covered a range of topics, all discussed 
throughout the report. In addition to Board meetings, the Executive Committee met 11 times, the 
Annual Report Committee met three times and the Personnel Committee met twice. The Board also 
hosted meetings and workshops to receive information and advice on issues resulting from the Diavik 
project including public meetings in Dettah, Kugluktuk and Wha Ti.

The Board took part in a Board Effectiveness Workshop in November in Wha Ti with a facilitator from 
the Banff Centre for Executive Leadership. This workshop meshed with a number of other initiatives the 
Board has been pursuing related to strategic planning, including development of the Communications 
Strategy last year and the creation of a Communications Coordinator position. 

As part of its preparation for strategic planning, the Board dedicated the bulk of one meeting to a 
complete review of the Environmental Agreement (EA). The EA allows for a Traditional Knowledge 
panel and a Scientifi c Knowledge panel. The Board developed terms of reference for EMAB Traditional 
Knowledge panels and set up two TK panels on replacing damaged fi sh habitat and on fencing.  EMAB 
is developing a similar terms of reference for a scientifi c expert panel.

The Board adopted a Code of Conduct and a Confl ict of Interest policy outlining the responsibilities of 
members and staff. The Board also reviewed its committee structure and adopted Terms of Reference 
for the Executive Committee and a new Strategic Planning Committee while determining that a number of 
other committees were no longer required. The Board is also developing a Board orientation manual.

The Board has continued to improve its operations through revisions to the Operations Manual, as well 
as previous policies and procedures regarding decision-making processes, communications, personnel, 
capacity building, contracting and Board administration. Board members found this process useful in 
coming to agreement on consistent policies. The new manual has helped us increase our effi ciency by 
providing policy direction that relieves the Board of many administrative decisions.

The Board hired two new staff in 2003-04. John McCullum is now the Executive Director. As part of 
the implementation plan for EMAB’s Communications Strategy the Board created a Communications 
Coordinator position and Michele LeTourneau has been fi lling that role since January 2004.  Linda 
Tourangeau continues with the Board as Offi ce Manager.

“The Kitikmeot Inuit Association is mandated to 
ensure that Inuit rights as identifi ed through the 
Nunavut Land Claim Agreement are protected to 
ensure continuity of the resources and quality of 
life for the benefi ciaries and the communities we 
serve. 

“When it becomes a matter of working with 
industry and development initiatives on 
Aboriginal land, KIA is especially concerned 
with ensuring the integrity of the water resources 
potentially impacted through development projects 
and the continuity of our wildlife resources that 
are so important to the Inuit people.

“It is with these regulated requirements in mind 
that we have encouraged and supported the role 
of EMAB and the progress being made through 
this body to safeguard the potential effects of the 
Diavik Diamond Project on the surrounding 
environment.”

– Charlie Evalik, President, Kitikmeot Inuit 
Association

BOARD OPERATIONS
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Communications is a critical element of EMAB’s responsibilities. This year EMAB focused much of its 
attention on implementing the Communications Strategy. A key element was creating a Communications 
Coordinator position to develop a concrete communication plan and implement the Strategy. EMAB fi lled 
this position in January. EMAB staff also carried out other recommendations in the Communications 
Strategy: they re-designed the brochure, developed a new report-tracking system, set up a website, and 
updated and improved its PowerPoint presentation. 

COMMUNITY CONSULTATIONS
EMAB hosted meetings in three communities in 2003-2004: Dettah, Kugluktuk and Wha Ti. In 
Kugluktuk, 23 people from the community attended and shared their concerns with the Board. Most 
of the discussion concerned Diavik’s proposed changes to the ammonia limits in its water licence. This 
led to a discussion on what other mines have encountered regarding ammonia and how they dealt with 
it.  People also raised the possibility of an environmental disaster at the Diavik site. Participants asked: 
What would EMAB do in the event of a disaster? This led to a discussion on whether or not EMAB 
needed more authority. As a watchdog organization, EMAB’s main task is to keep track of issues that 
arise and how regulators handle them, and then make recommendations where it has concerns. Finally, 
people raised the issue of fencing around the dike at the mine site.

The meetings in Dettah and Wha Ti did not attract any people from those communities. 

www.emab.ca
The authors of EMAB’s Communications Strategy suggested that a web site would be a good way to 
meet the informational needs of organizations and individuals that EMAB cannot visit regularly. Such 
a web site would have information on EMAB activities and essential documents. In October, EMAB 
launched its website – www.emab.ca A visitor to the website can fi nd the Environmental Agreement, 
past annual reports, links to the Parties to the Agreement and other information. EMAB plans to add a 
section on activities, such as Traditional Knowledge panels and workshops in the near future.

Public Library

As a public watchdog, one of EMAB’s 
responsibilities is to ensure that people have access 
to information regarding Diavik as it relates to 
the environment. 

The Environmental Agreement states that EMAB 
is required to “provide an accessible and public 
repository of environmental data, studies and 
reports relevant to EMAB’s mandate.” 

Anyone can search for information at EMAB’s 
offi ces in Yellowknife, where staff maintain the 
library. Most materials are in both hardcopy and 
digital form.

Offi ce hours are from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday 
to Friday.

Annual General Meeting

EMAB’s AGM was held in Yellowknife on 
September 24, 2003. Robert Turner was acclaimed 
as Chair and Floyd Adlem as Vice-Chair. Doug 
Doan was re-elected as Secretary-Treasurer.

COMMUNICATIONS
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The meaningful involvement of Aboriginal people in all aspects of monitoring Diavik’s environmental 
commitments, and their implementation, is what makes the Environmental Agreement exceptional. It 
is what sets it apart from previously negotiated EAs. EMAB is dedicated to ensuring that as each year 
passes, Aboriginal involvement is enhanced.
  
TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE PANEL ON NO NET LOSS
The implementation of the DFO policy for the management of fi sh habitat has been a challenging issue 
for EMAB. (For a full description of the policy see page 42.)

EMAB wants to fi nd a way that Diavik can implement DFO’s policy in a manner that is workable 
given the realities of the Northern environment. It is important that Aboriginal people support the 
implementation. 

EMAB felt that this issue was a perfect opportunity to get advice from a Traditional Knowledge panel made 
up of elders from each of the Aboriginal communities affected by the Diavik mine. The panel would help 
EMAB gather specifi c and important knowledge about fi sh habitat from the elders’ point of view. (When 
the Board refers to Traditional Knowledge, it includes the Inuit equivalent Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit.)

Traditional Knowledge

There are many ways to defi ne Traditional 
Knowledge (TK), but generally it means 
knowledge that Elders hold from experience and 
is passed down to them through the generations. 
It is continuous and grows. Interpretation of  
knowledge is important. Traditional Knowledge 
is not just the past, but the future combined with 
the past.

The Environmental            
Agreement says:

 4.9 (b)  The Advisory Board may from time 
to time establish two panels of experts 
as follows:

  (i)  One panel to assist in the application 
and consideration of traditional 
knowledge; and

 (ii)  One panel to assist in the application 
and consideration of other types of 
scientifi c knowledge.

EMAB ensures that translators are available to speakers 
of Chipewyan, Innuinaqtuun, and Dogrib during its 

workshops and panels. Isadore Zoe (right) from Wha Ti, 
with Harry Simpson and Eddie Camille, often works in 

the capacity of Dogrib translator.

ABORIGINAL INVOLVEMENT
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In a preliminary report, the panel noted that if EMAB considers other locations for habitat compensation, 
it is important to remember that water is fundamental to sustainability of life. Lakes and rivers need 
to remain clean in order to keep animals abundant and healthy. The traditional importance of fi sh, 
both spiritually and as a food source, must be recognized and respected. Contaminated water can 
have a negative effect on traditional medicine, as plants, berries and other natural substances used in 
traditional healing cannot be used to make medicine when they are contaminated. 

This was the fi rst Traditional Knowledge panel ever established by EMAB and the Board thanked 
the elders for coming to the workshop to share their knowledge and ideas regarding fi sh habitat 
compensation. 

The panel’s fi nal report is still in review and will be available in the near future.

 

TK Panel on No Net Loss

Participants:
Albert Boucher, Lutsel K’e 
J.B.Rabesca, Lutsel K’e 
Alfred Baillargeon, YK Dene 
Paul Mackenzie, YK Dene
Frank Camsell, NSMA
Fred Turner, NSMA
Frank Ikpakohak, KIA
Isaac Klengenberg, KIA

Translators:
Sara Basil, Chipewyan
Isadore Zoe, Dogrib 
John Komak, Innuinaqtuun

Three lakes on the mainland to the east of Diavik 
were approved  by DFO for habitat enhancement. 

ABORIGINAL INVOLVEMENT
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TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE PANEL ON FENCING
EMAB noted that Diavik had not yet fulfi lled the fencing requirements at the Lac de Gras mine site as 
outlined in the CSR. The fencing requirements originally identifi ed were to protect wildlife, specifi cally 
caribou, grizzly bears and other mammals.

EMAB assembled a Traditional Knowledge panel as part of a three-step approach to dealing with the 
fencing issue. (See page 46 for more details on this issue.)

Members of the of the Traditional Knowledge panel visited the Colomac mine site to see existing fencing 
and to discuss with staff how well it works. Then the group of elders travelled to the Diavik site and saw 
the areas proposed for fencing in 1999 at an elders meeting in Dettah, which were included in the 
CSR. 

On day three the panel reviewed:

  • the CSR, Section 9.4.1 as it applies to caribou; 
  •  recommendations of the March 8-9, 1999 Elders Workshop as they apply to caribou      

movements and attempts to ensure the safety of the caribou herds; and
  • caribou monitoring programs now being used in the Diavik mine area. 

The elders discussed the following questions:

  • What areas need to be fenced?
  • What type of fencing should Diavik use?
  • Is the existing fencing good enough?

TK Panel on Fencing

Participants:
Harry Simpson, Dogrib 
Eddie Camille, Dogrib 
J.B. Rabesca, Lutsel K’e (involved in original 
1999 consultations)
Pete Enzoe, Lutsel K’e
Alfred Baillargeon, YK Dene (involved in the 
original 1999 consultation)
Lawrence Goulet, YK Dene
George Mandeville, NSMA
Frank Camsell, NSMA
Aimee Ahegona, KIA
Tommy Pigalak, KIA

Translators:
Isadore Zoe,  Dogrib
Bertha Catholique, Lutsel K’e 

Tommy Pigalak, Aimee Ahegona, George 
Mandeville, and Frank Camsell – four 

of 11 Traditional Knowledge panelists on 
fencing at Colomac Mine.

ABORIGINAL INVOLVEMENT
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The elders recognized two issues. They identifi ed that there should be exclusion fencing that prevents 
animals from entering areas dangerous to them. They noted that Diavik should consider diversion 
fencing to cause herds to change direction, encouraging them to miss the site entirely. Finally, the panel 
suggested that the Colomac model be used as much as possible, including method of post installation, 
fence fabric (chain link), ground fl aps, escape gates, general plan, and the avoidance of “inside corners,” 
which can be used by wolves to trap caribou.

They also determined where to erect exclusion fencing, in order of priority:

• Open pits (current and future)
• PKC (Processed Kimberlite Containment area)
• Fuel storage areas (tank farm plus any other drum storage areas)
• Explosives storage areas 

Finally, the panel made several general recommendations to EMAB:

• More monitoring, especially this year when decisions need to be made about fencing.
• Representatives of the panel should inspect exclusion fence once it is installed.
• The panel needs to see more of the area and infrastructure when there is less snow, during 

peak migration, and with more access to areas of concern.
• A TK panel should monitor habitat destruction more closely.

The panel indicated that they would be taking information on fencing back to their communities with 
great happiness that at last people seem to be listening to their concerns.

ABORIGINAL INVOLVEMENT

Translator Isadore Zoe with Harry Simpson and 
Lawrence Goulet closely looking at fencing near the 
tailings pond at Colomac Mine 

A mine employee explains how the fencing curves up 
and down hills around the eight-kilometre perimeter.
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FISH PALATABILITY AND TEXTURE STUDY
As documented in the CSR, concern was expressed by Aboriginal groups that Diavik’s mining activities 
might adversely affect the texture and taste of fi sh in Lac de Gras.  Diavik, in cooperation with DFO and 
Aboriginal partners, developed and conducted a fi sh palatability and texture study at the mine site in 
2002. Participants also took scientifi c samples and sent them for analysis to monitor fi sh populations 
and fi sh health. 

On August 13-14, 2003, the study was conducted again at the request of the Aboriginal groups. 
Representatives of each Aboriginal Party, including youth, elders, women and fi shermen, were chosen 
to participate alongside Diavik scientists. The study design was drafted, revised, and agreed to by all 
involved. 

Thirty-two lake trout were collected in fi ve nets. All participants assisted in weighing and measuring 
the fi sh. Scientifi c requirements included taking photographs of fi sh, observing visually for sex, stage of 
maturity, and tissues were removed for metal analysis. Stomach contents were also recorded, along 
with visible parasites. Aging structures were collected. Observations on fi sh weight, length, fertility and 
general health were also recorded.

Fish Palatability and
Texture Study

Participants:
Johnny Weyallon - Dogrib
Leon Weyallon - Dogrib
Louis Whane - Dogrib
Elizabeth Michel - Dogrib
Florence Catholique – Lutsel K’e
Ronnie Bull – Lutsel K’e
Ernest Boucher – Lutsel K’e
Madeline Drybones – Lutsel K’e
Adeline Mackenzie - YK Dene
Maria Therese Doctor - YK Dene
Noel Doctor - YK Dene
Mike Francois - YK Dene 
Fred Turner  - NSMA
Peter Turner - NSMA
Marcel Lafferty- NSMA
Kris Johnson - NSMA
Janell Dautel - NSMA
Gerry Atatahak - KIA
Miranda Atatahak - KIA
Allen Niptanatiak - KIA
Jimmy Hanak - KIA

ABORIGINAL INVOLVEMENT

Participants catching fi sh. Participants taking fi sh samples for analysis.
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In the CSR:

Fisheries: 
The RAs conclude that there will be no signifi cant 
adverse  environmental effects on fi sheries in 
Lac de Gras. Diavik will be required to modify 
its Aquatic  Effects Monitoring Program in  
accordance with the environmental agreement 
and/or the Fisheries Act (FA) authorization. 
However, given concerns raised by the Aboriginal 
people, a follow-up program that will be specifi ed 
in the   Environmental Agreement and/or the FA 
authorization will require Diavik to:

i) collect baseline  information regarding the 
palatability and texture of fi sh in Lac de Gras; 
and
ii) undertake periodic monitoring of fi sh fl esh for 
palatability and texture.

Fish were selected for cooking and evaluating. They were observed before and during cleaning to 
determine if they looked normal and healthy. Participants then cooked the fi sh in a variety of ways: 
directly on the grill over the fi re, boiled, wrapped in foil and one fi sh was fried in butter. No additional 
seasonings were added. During cooking and tasting, the groups were asked to rate the fi sh based on 
how they looked and tasted in relation to fi sh from their home communities. A numbering system was 
established, ranging from 1 to 5. Each community group fi lled in one set of forms. There was space 
available on the forms for additional comments.

The general consensus was that while the fi sh tasted different from fi sh they were used to eating, the 
Lac de Gras fi sh were good to eat. No concerns in fi sh quality or condition were noted.

The Fisheries Authorization requires the taste testing to be done every fi ve years, but participants have 
recommended that the study be done yearly for the next two years, and every other year after that.

The study was a good example of how traditional and scientifi c knowledge can be combined, and how 
scientists and community members can work together towards a common goal. A report on the study 
is now available at EMAB’s Yellowknife offi ce.

The study will be repeated again in the summer of 2004 at what is now a permanent Traditional 
Knowledge Camp near the mine site.

ABORIGINAL INVOLVEMENT

Participants tasting fi sh. Participants going out to catch fi sh.
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CAPACITY FUNDING
LUTSEL K’E DENE FIRST NATION
EMAB’s Lutsel K’e member, in cooperation with the Lutsel K’e Dene First Nation offi ce, coordinated 
various activities for the youth and elders of Lutsel K’e during the 2003/04 fi scal year. EMAB’s funding 
enabled the two groups to participate in activities where they could interrelate and communicate about 
land and water skills with the use of traditional language in cultural settings. The two camps, held in the 
summer of 2003, were a success. 

EMAB funding partially enabled the Lutsel K’e Dene Band Elders Advisory Committee to act as a 
resource in cultural, environmental, and traditional teaching activities. During the course of the year, 
the Elders were used as advisors, teachers and assistants in the area of environmental and Traditional 
Knowledge. The work produced helped gain understanding of the monitoring of the environmental 
impacts of the mine. 

Finally, EMAB funding also allowed the Lutsel K’e Board member to have an offi ce at the WLEC 
Department.

YELLOWKNIVES DENE FIRST NATION
With the help of EMAB’s funding, YKDFN was able to further their efforts in several areas. One 
primary goal has been to augment community knowledge of Diavik’s ongoing monitoring and obtain 
input on community values and concerns that should be brought forward to EMAB. YKDFN was also 
able to retain assistance to review Diavik plans and monitoring information with YKDFN membership, 
program managers, and council, to ensure broad community input into Diavik’s ongoing environmental 
management. 

The YKDFN board member received community guidance on training, monitoring and traditional 
knowledge issues and was able to engage Diavik in addressing those issues collaboratively through 
EMAB. He was also able to facilitate collaborative monitoring and traditional knowledge use as it relates 
to wildlife management.

NORTH SLAVE METIS ALLIANCE
The capacity funds provided were largely used to support offi ce administration so that the NSMA 
representative on EMAB could fully carry out his duties. The EMAB member kept the general 
membership of the NSMA informed of activities. This included presentations to the Annual Gathering at 
Old Fort Rae and the Annual General Meeting, as well as at Board meetings.

KITIKMEOT INUIT ASSOCIATION
During the 2003/04 fi scal year, KIA was able to get their Water Quality Monitoring Program underway. 
A community resource person was engaged to begin a work plan for the project. 

Also with EMAB funding, and assistance from Diavik water quality staff and from the Sustainable 
Development Environmental Services Offi cer in Kugluktuk, required equipment for basic water quality 
monitoring was purchased. The goal is to monitor water quality at various sites along the Coppermine 
River.

In September, there was a strong Kugluktuk participation at the Water Quality Monitoring workshop. 

Capacity Funding

The Capacity Funding Program was established 
in 2001 by a motion of the Board as a way of 
supporting the Aboriginal Parties in building 
capacity in their communities. The Board agreed 
to:

“provide a budget of up to $30,000 to be allocated 
to each Aboriginal Party to the agreement for the 
fi scal year ending March 31, 2002, to assist in:

• Creating opportunities for community 
and public input and participation

• Facilitating effective communication 
about the Diavik Project with Affected 
Communities

• Facilitating effective participation of the 
Aboriginal Peoples

• Providing and implementing an 
integrated and co-operative approach to 
achieving the purposes of Article l of the 
Environmental Agreement

• Promoting capacity-building for the 
Aboriginal Peoples respecting Project- 
related environmental matters and to

• Allow their respective representative to 
adequately participate on the Board.”

from EMAB Motion #3-01-11-20

ABORIGINAL INVOLVEMENT
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Providing training to Board members continues to be an important element of Board development. 
Training for community members is equally important to the environment as it relates to Diavik. The 
more we learn how to do, the more we can do.

WATER QUALITY WORKSHOP
Twenty-four participants, including EMAB members, representatives from communities and resource 
people, attended the water quality workshop. The four resource people in attendance were: the Board’s 
water quality consultant Wanda Goulden (Komex Environmental Ltd.); Gord MacDonald (Diavik Diamond 
Mines Inc.); Bart Blais (DIAND – Water Resources); and Julian Kanigan (DIAND – Water Inspector).

The three-day workshop held in Kugluktuk was intended to inform participants on:

• water quality issues and sampling/monitoring of water quality (environmental and drinking 
water);

• how water quality is monitored in relation to mines and particularly diamond mines; 

• designing a water quality monitoring program for Diavik;

• specifi c issues regarding water quality in relation to the Diavik project;

• results of Diavik’s water quality monitoring and what they mean; and

• Diavik’s application to amend their water licence to increase ammonia limits.

Towards the end of the workshop, participants put forth several general recommendations, which in 
turn aided EMAB to formulate recommendations to pass on to various regulators, Diavik, and to the 
Parties to the Environmental Agreement. (See pages 48-50)

However, regarding community consultations by EMAB, participants felt that many of the processes 
that the Board is involved in – for example, the review of the proposed amendments to Diavik’s water 
license – do not allow for suffi cient consultation between the Board members and their communities. 
Participants felt that, as a result, the communities are not able to provide informed opinions on various 
issues. In addition, the need for translation and the ongoing need to deal with capacity challenges must 
be acknowledged.

Participants also noted that EMAB and regulators such as the MVLWB needed to take into account, 
in designing their processes and timelines, the time and effort necessary to consult and discuss in a 
meaningful way with communities.

LEARNING and WORKING TOGETHER
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Participants suggested:

• that EMAB and Diavik should continue to offer enhanced opportunities for community-based 
monitoring;

• that the Parties to the Environmental Agreement should work together over the coming months 
to prepare a proposal for a water quality monitoring project at the on-site TK camp at the Diavik 
mine;

• that EMAB and Diavik should consider ways to provide support (equipment, expertise, funding) 
to Kugluktuk’s proposed community water quality monitoring program;

• that EMAB and Diavik should explore ways that community-based monitoring and Traditional 
Knowledge might be used in Diavik’s future water quality monitoring activities to complement the 
current approach; and

• that EMAB and Diavik should consider ways that training can be provided to community members 
to enhance capacity to monitor and manage their environment.

Participants agreed that there are many benefi ts to holding EMAB events such as the water quality 
workshop in the communities, and that the Board should continue this practice with future events. 
Several communities indicated their interest in hosting such events.

LEARNING and WORKING TOGETHER
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BOARD EFFECTIVENESS WORKSHOP
The Board identifi ed its main tasks for the coming years at a Board Effectiveness Workshop in Wha Ti 
during the month of November. With the help of an expert from Banff Executive Leadership Inc., fi ve 
Board members and the Executive Director discussed issues central to EMAB’s existence.

The Board recognized the need for a fi ve-year strategic plan, which would enable them to be more 
effective, effi cient and accountable. Members determined that a community engagement process 
was integral to developing clear priorities and that the Board members need to consult with their 
communities and determine what part of EMAB’s extensive mandate needs the most attention.

As a fi rst step toward community engagement and strategic planning, the Board decided to hold a 
two-day workshop focused on a plain language version of the Environmental Agreement. The Board 
discussed meanings and priorities. A board calendar was drafted for the coming year clearly laying out 
the steps for community engagement, among many other activities.

Board members also decided they would dedicate time to reviewing and developing policy, fi ne tuning 
EMAB’s Operations Manual and a Code of Conduct for themselves, and together they developed terms 
of reference for EMAB committees, such as the Executive Committee and the Strategic Planning 
Committee.

Finally, members determined that more and better communication with communities was integral to any 
strategic planning that would occur. 

LEARNING and WORKING 
TOGETHER

EMAB members at the board effectiveness workshop held in the Dogrib community of Wha Ti 
(from left): Doug Crossley, KIA; Doug Doan, RWED; Robert Turner, NSMA; and Lawrence 
Goulet, Yellowknives Dene. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL AGREEMENT WORKSHOP
This workshop, structured as a clause-by-clause study allowed Board members to develop a consistent 
understanding of each clause of the EA and identify a few clauses that Board members interpret 
differently. The process also identifi ed questions about some clauses and their implementation for 
EMAB to follow up. Staff will be producing a plain language summary of the Environmental Agreement, 
as well as establishing plain language defi nitions for integral environmental concepts such as sustainable 
development, precautionary principle and adaptive environmental management. 

CANADIAN ARCTIC RESOURCES COMMITTEE WORKSHOP
In February, CARC organized meetings entitled Initiating a Northern Research Network to Assess and 
Respond to Increasing Development Pressures in the NWT. EMAB partially funded Lutsel K’e Dene First 
Nation representative Florence Catholique to attend.

The meeting focused on environmental training, partnering on such training, and the possibility of 
accessing funds for academic research. As Florence noted, the Environmental Agreement refers to 
EMAB seeking partners to build capacity for monitoring by Aboriginal people. 

Florence’s focus was on building capacity for communities to participate in monitoring the effects of the 
mine on the environment, to explore the options in training and partnering, and to gather information 
on what level and caliber of community people the university might be interested in.

Outcome:

• A group of 20 people set up subcommittee to assist community needs in joining up with 
university students.

Lutsel K’e has offered to be a host community.

LEARNING and WORKING TOGETHER
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REPORTS
In 2003-2004 DDMI submitted 13 plans and reports, as well as one required revision, to regulators, 
the Parties, EMAB members and the EMAB Public Registry. Regulators also considered a request 
originally submitted by DDMI in June 2003 and revised in December to change the ammonia limits in 
their water licence, along with supporting technical information.  

WHAT DID EMAB DO? 
EMAB focused on the comments and concerns of the government regulators and other expert 
reviewers, as well as the role each plays in review, comment and follow-up. When EMAB noted critical 
comments or comments that contradicted each other, that was an indication that the issue merited 
further investigation. Such issues our outlined in the following pages.

The Board gave particular attention to the Wildlife Effects Monitoring Program (WEMP) and the Aquatic 
Effects Monitoring Program (AEMP), and reports on fi sh and fi sh habitat monitoring. Experts were hired 
for an annual review of the WEMP and AEMP. 

EMAB substantially revised its report tracking system and as a result requested status reports from 
DFO and MVLWB to confi rm that they were still reviewing reports shown as outstanding. EMAB noted 
again this year that several reports submitted by DDMI had not completed the review process. DFO and 
MVLWB confi rmed a number of outstanding reports and provided some explanation as to why certain 
reports have been in review for so long. EMAB was also able to confi rm that some reports that Diavik 
thought required approval did not. EMAB contracted a technical expert to review Diavik’s application to 
change their water licence and review the issues with the Board.

DDMI produces many plans and reports as 
part of the regulatory process. The information 
and recommendations from the environmental 
assessment process documented in the Diavik 
Comprehensive Study Report formed the basis 
for the conditions in these various permits and 
licenses. 

Specifi c regulators are responsible for specifi c 
licences and permits:

• MVLWB – plans and reports related to 
the water licence

• DFO – plans and reports related to 
fi sheries authorizations

• DIAND – plans and reports related to 
land leases

The Environmental Agreement also requires 
reports, such as the Environmental Agreement 
Annual Report.

These reports are an important part of the 
environmental management of the mine and the 
regulators and EMAB carefully review them.  The 
reports tell us whether:

• DDMI is meeting its commitments, 
• the mitigation measures are working, 

and 
• the predictions about the effects of the 

mine were accurate.

The DIAND inspector provides inspection reports 
covering the land leases, Land Use Permits and 
the water licence.  

BOARD OBSERVATIONS
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EMAB records indicate that several reports had not completed the review process by                   
March 31, 2004. Five of these reports were not required until March 31, 2004.

Reports In Review At March 31, 2004
REPORT SUBMITTED REGULATOR

North Inlet Fish Salvage Report Jan. 2002 DFO

Slimy Sculpin Baseline Metals Study July 2002 DFO

Design Specs and Monitoring Plans - Fish Habitat 
Compensation

     Streams Aug. 2002 DFO

     Inside Dikes Aug. 2002 DFO

Lake Trout Habitat Utilization Study Nov. 2002 DFO

A 154 Metal Leaching Study Results Dec. 2002 DFO

Sediment Deposition Study - Dike A154 Dec. 2002 DFO

A 154 Fish Salvage Study Report Dec. 2002 DFO

A 154 Dike As-built Report Aug. 2003 MVLWB

PKC Phase 2 Construction As-Built Report Nov. 2003 MVLWB

Fish Palatability Testing 2002 and 2003 Feb. 2004 DFO

Aquatic Effects Monitoring Program Tech. Report 2001 - 
revised

Nov. 20/
02 MVLWB

Aquatic Effects Monitoring Program Tech. Report 2002 - 
revised Sept. 2003 MVLWB

Aquatic Effects Monitoring Program Tech. Report 2003
March 
2004 MVLWB

Water Management Plan – ver.3
March 
2004 MVLWB

Mgmnt Plans - Operations Mar. 2004 MVLWB

     Hazardous Materials Management Plan ver.5 Oct. 2002 MVLWB

     Hazardous Materials Management Plan ver.6
Mar 31/
03 MVLWB

     Hazardous Materials Management Plan ver.7
Mar 31/
04 MVLWB

     Operations Phase Contingency Plan ver. 5 Oct. 2002 MVLWB

BOARD OBSERVATIONS
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Yellowknives Dene elder Alfred Baillargeon 
looking out onto a wintry Lac de Gras from the 
water treatment plant at the Diavik site.

Reports Approved in 2003-04 or Not Requiring Review

REPORT SUBMITTED REGULATOR

Blasting Effects Mitigation Plan Sep. 2001 DFO

PKC Containment Facility As-Built design Nov. 2002 MVLWB

Winter Dissolved Oxygen Survey - 2002 Dec. 2002 DFO

Collection Pond As-built report Dec. 2002 MVLWB

2002 Environmental Agreement Report June 2003 EMAB

Dam Safety Inspection Report July 2003 MVLWB

Winter Dissolved Oxygen Survey - 2003 Oct. 2003 DFO

Waste Transfer Area Operating Plan Nov. 2003 MVLWB

North Inlet As-built report Nov. 2003 MVLWB

Metal Concentrations in Sediment, Benthic Invertebrates
       - initial assessment Jan. 2004 MVLWB

Wildlife Effects Monitoring Report - 2003
March 
2004 EMAB

Dust Monitoring Effects Program and Habitat Assessment - 
2003

March 
2004 EMAB

Waste Management Plan Operational Phase ver. 7
Mar 31/
04 MVLWB

Seepage Reports
Mar 31/
04 MVLWB

Water Licence Report
Mar 31/
04 MVLWB

BOARD OBSERVATIONS
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DIAVIK TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
There were six meetings of the DTC last year. Four of these were devoted to a proposed amendment 
to the ammonia limits in the water licence. DTC also reviewed the Aquatic Effects Monitoring Program 
report for 2002 and the revised report for 2001. 

Ammonia
DTC members thoroughly reviewed Diavik’s application to amend the ammonia limits in its water 
licence. As of March 31, 2004, there had been no decision on the application, although a hearing was 
scheduled and a mediation process had begun to resolve outstanding issues.

Aquatic Effects Monitoring Program
The DTC thoroughly reviewed the 2002 AEMP report and directed Diavik to revise the report.  Diavik 
submitted the revised version in September 2003; the DTC has not yet discussed it. The DTC also 
discussed the revised 2001 AEMP report but has not yet decided whether to recommend it for 
approval. During review of the AEMP reports DTC members raised a number of questions about the 
AEMP and its ability to meet the objectives set for it. 

What did EMAB do?
a) EMAB considered these questions and recommended that the MVLWB commission an 

independent review of the AEMP.  

b) EMAB expressed concern in February 2003 that the DTC had not reviewed several documents 
received from Diavik. In a letter dated April 3, 2003, EMAB formally requested MVLWB’s 
assurance that a timely assessment of reports would occur.

c) EMAB expressed concern about possible effects on the quality of report reviews after DIAND 
informed the Board their water resources staff would no longer be able to attend DTC meetings 
due to funding cutbacks, and requested assurances that water resources staff would continue 
to participate.

Established on September 14, 2000, prior to 
the formation of EMAB, the Diavik Technical 
Committee (DTC) is made up of water experts 
and regulators that advise the Mackenzie Valley 
Land and Water Board on technical matters 
related to Diavik Class A Water Licence Number 
N7L2-1645. 

The members provide expert technical opinions 
and recommendations to the MVLWB on the 
acceptability of all development reports and plans 
submitted related to the water licence, and to 
assist the MVLWB in fulfi lling its mandate and 
recommending acceptance or written approval of 
the reports or plans.

EMAB acts as an observer and does not participate 
in DTC decisions, although the Aboriginal Parties 
to the Environmental Agreement do have offi cial 
standing with the committee.

EMAB contracts experts when regulators 
express differing opinions about reports, when 
EMAB wants an independent perspective or 
when they require additional information to 
explain complex technical reports.

BOARD OBSERVATIONS
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Response/Outcome
a) The MVLWB has agreed to an independent review, to be completed by June 2004.

b) EMAB received a letter from the MVLWB on May 21, 2003 stating that the DTC had met May 
16, would be meeting again June 26, and that a DTC discussion meeting would take place June 
11 on the AEMP for 2002 as well as the revised 2001 AEMP report.

c) DIAND assured EMAB that staff would continue to attend DTC meetings, and they would meet 
all commitments and responsibilities relating to the review of reports.

EMAB at the Diavik site with Scott Wytrychowski, the 
mine’s Environmental Manager.

BOARD OBSERVATIONS
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WATER LICENCE AMENDMENT - AMMONIA

Summary
The MVLWB issued a water licence to DDMI on August 16, 2000. The water licence was amended in 
September 2002 to change phosphorous and pH limits.

In May 2003, Diavik told EMAB that ammonia levels in the minewater from the open pits were rising 
above predicted levels and that the mine might need to apply for an amendment to their water licence if 
levels continued to rise. Diavik applied for an amendment June 26, 2003. Diavik requested a change in 
the way ammonia was limited. At that time the licence set limits on total ammonia concentration in any 
sample taken – 2.0 mg/l average with 4.0 mg/l max for any sample. Diavik proposed setting a limit of 
1.0 mg/l on the un-ionized ammonia only. 

Diavik’s amendment application also included a new requirement to pass the monthly toxicity test on 
fi sh, a review of management practices for explosives, pit water and water throughout the site and 
reviewing possible treatments to remove ammonia.

The DTC met several times to go over the Diavik application amendment and MVLWB scheduled a 
hearing, which they then cancelled because there were no written interventions submitted. The MVLWB 
referred the application back to the DTC for a recommendation. 

After many discussions, Diavik revised their application in December and a new hearing was scheduled. 
Diavik requested a mediation process, as allowed for by the MVLWB rules of procedure, to work out 
issues among the stakeholders in a less formal meeting. The MVLWB agreed and they scheduled a 
mediation session for April 1, 2004. 

Ammonia at the Mine

Ammonia, which is made up of Nitrogen and 
Hydrogen, comes in two forms. Un-ioized 
ammonia has the formula NH3 while ionized 
ammonia has the formula NH4 . The amount of 
ammonia in each of the two forms depends on the 
temperature and pH (acidity) of the water they 
are in. Where temperture and pH are low, as in 
Lac de Gras, There tends to be very small amount 
of un-ionized ammonia compared to ionized. Un-
ionized ammonia is much more harmful to fi sh 
than ionized.

Ammonia breaks down in the environment fairly 
quickly to nitrite (NO3 ) and fi nally to nitrate 
(NO2 ). Both of these chemicals can also be 
harmful to fi sh.

Ammonia is produced in a mine during blasting. 
Standard explosives are made of a mixture of 
ammonium nitrate and fuel oil. This mixture 
dissolves very easily in water. Any leftover explosive 
that might be on the rock after the blast will end 
up in the water that runs over the rock - this could 
be rain, melting ice or snow, or leakage from the 
dike around the pits. All this water is pumped out 
of the pit as minewater, to the North Inlet.

+

MAJOR ISSUES

Ammonium Nitrate is one of the 
components of the explosives used at 
the mine.
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Temporary Measures

To keep ammonia levels below licence limits, 
Diavik pumped water from its sedimentation 
(sed) pond into the North Inlet to dilute the 
ammonia. When Diavik pumped out the diked 
area around the two open pits to allow mining, 
some of the water had too much sediment to go 
directly into Lac de Gras, so it was stored on land 
in the sed pond to allow the sediment to settle out. 
There was enough water in the sed pond to dilute 
the ammonia until December 2003. 

The Process
DTC members had a few questions and concerns regarding the initial application:

• Could Diavik keep ammonia levels below current licence limits by improving management practices 
and/or treating the ammonia? 

• Was it a good idea to change the licence to limit only un-ionized ammonia, considering the low 
temperatures and pH of Lac de Gras? 

• Should there be any changes to the ammonia limits?

The DTC had four meetings to discuss the application. There was a lot of discussion about whether the 
guidelines for safe levels of ammonia for fi sh were accurate for a situation like Lac de Gras.

Diavik was able to provide more information about the unexpectedly high levels of ammonia and water 
entering the pit: there was a fracture zone in the rock at the bottom of the pit that Diavik had not found 
when they made their original predictions. This allowed much more water to go into the bottom of the 
pit than Diavik had predicted. They are looking at ways to keep this water out of the pit.

There was also discussion about the possibility of treating the ammonia. It was agreed that studies that 
are more detailed would be needed to fi nd out if this was possible for the Diavik mine. Some members 
felt that if limits were increased Diavik would have less incentive to meet their limits.

Most members concluded that a limit on total ammonia would be better than Diavik’s proposal to regulate 
only un-ionized ammonia. The DTC rejected the application to regulate only un-ionized ammonia. Diavik 
sent a strong protest to the MVLWB and asked to revise the application rather than start the process 
over. The MVLWB agreed and Diavik submitted a revised application on December 19, 2003 proposing 
a limit of 20 mg/l on total ammonia. They continued to propose a pass requirement on monthly toxicity 
tests and a review of management practices as in the original application. Diavik informed the MVLWB 
in the application that they were studying ways to allow their water treatment plant to control pH as an 
additional way of lowering possible harmful effects of ammonia.

The MVLWB set a hearing date of March 23 and 24, 2004 and various groups fi led a number of formal 
interventions. 

MAJOR ISSUES
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What Did EMAB Do?
EMAB discussed the ammonia amendment application. They agreed that this was a highly technical 
issue, and decided to contract two independent experts, Komex International and Aquatic Environments, 
to review the application, provide comments and give a plain-language briefi ng to EMAB. All EMAB 
members and the Parties to the Environmental Agreement received copies of the reviews. 

Following the experts’ briefi ngs, EMAB submitted their reviews to MVLWB indicating that prior to a 
decision several critical questions needed answers. EMAB also contracted Komex to review the revised 
application and provide a response. EMAB also decided to document the process used to review the 
application and to provide written comments to the MVLWB after the fi nal decision, with the intention of 
improving the process. EMAB also took the position that in order to fulfi ll the intent of the Environmental 
Agreement all Parties must have the opportunity to participate fully in any processes to change 
regulatory instruments for the Diavik project.

EMAB made the following recommendation:

MOTION 03-04-01-21 
That DDMI and DIAND provide suffi cient capacity funding for Aboriginal peoples to fully participate 
in Diavik’s water licence amendment hearing on March 23/24, 2004.

EMAB sent this recommendation to Diavik and DIAND on January 29, 2004.

Response/Outcome
Diavik responded quickly noting that they would not provide additional funding. As of March 31, 2004 
DIAND had not responded. A follow-up letter on the need for intervener funding under the MVRMA was 
sent to the Minister of DIAND on February 27, 2004; EMAB has not yet received a response.

The DTC met again in January to discuss the revised application and the upcoming hearings. On February 
19, Diavik requested that the MVLWB appoint a mediator to bring the various parties together before 
the hearing. The MVLWB appointed Dr. Laura Johnston to act as mediator. The Board scheduled the 
mediation for April 1 and postponed the hearing until the mediation was complete.

MAJOR ISSUES
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REVIEW OF WILDLIFE EFFECTS MONITORING PROGRAM
Background
The Wildlife Effects Monitoring Program (WEMP) is a requirement of the Environmental Agreement. Its 
purpose is to assess predictions made during the environmental assessment:

• Were they accurate? 
• Do mitigation measures work properly? 
• Are other mitigation measures required? 

Diavik submits an annual report on the WEMP at the end of March. They presented the 2002 WEMP 
to EMAB in September 2003.

What Did Emab Do?
The board invited experts from RWED and the Canadian Wildlife Service to attend and comment. The 
Board also contracted MSES Consultants to review the report and provide their expert opinion as to 
the methodology and conclusions, and to review how Diavik implemented EMAB’s recommendations 
for changes to the program. Because Diavik fi nalized the revised Wildlife Effects Monitoring Program 
in November 2002 and implemented it in December of 2002, the 2002 WEMP report refl ected the 
changes to a very limited degree.

Participants raised a number of questions about the presentation including: 
• Timing of the report – Diavik should release the report early enough so that there is reasonable 

time to address issues by changing the next year’s monitoring program.
• The distribution of the report may not be wide enough; in particular communities want a chance 

to review and respond to it.
• How the data to monitor cumulative effects of development in the area is used, what form it 

should be in and who is responsible for cumulative effects monitoring.

Specifi c elements of the program also raised a number of detailed questions.

MSES made many technical comments regarding the report. The main point of the review was that 
the Wildlife Effects Monitoring Program and report provide good data. However, the report should go 
further and interpret the data so that Diavik’s predictions about impacts on wildlife can be tested. Diavik 
provided a point-by-point response and stated that it was “not within the intended scope of the annual 
monitoring report” to statistically verify impact predictions.

EMAB decided to delay making any recommendations about the WEMP until the submission and 
presentation of results of the 2003 WEMP in April 2004 because this would provide the opportunity to 
review a full year of information from the revised program.

MAJOR ISSUES
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FISH and  FISH HABITAT MONITORING
Background
This issue dates back to the earliest days of EMAB. As part of the environmental assessment process 
for the Diavik project DFO approved general proposals by Diavik to do some work in three lakes on the 
mainland near Diavik’s mine site, as well as on two lakes on the island itself. The project does not affect 
these lakes, but Diavik’s research says that these lakes could support more fi sh if Diavik did some work 
on them. The work would involve changing the shape of the lakes using heavy equipment, for example, to 
dig around the streams connecting the lakes or put some fi ll near the shore to create shallow spawning 
areas. This is an example of making up for loss of fi sh habitat resulting from the development and 
operation of the mine.

What Did Emab Do?
EMAB has been working to fi nd a way to accommodate the holistic approach of Aboriginal people in the 
No Net Loss principle used by DFO to balance out the effects of major projects like the Diavik mine.

EMAB made signifi cant progress on this issue this year. DFO agreed to fully consider proposals for off-
site compensation, and not to require Diavik to proceed with previously authorized work on undisturbed 
lakes on the mainland near Lac de Gras.

EMAB has taken the position that untouched lakes should not be disturbed as a way of compensating 
for destroyed habitat and passed the following motion in February 2003: 

MOTION #03-02-12-13 

 The Environmental Monitoring Advisory Board for the Diavik project does not support the 
modifi cation of fi sh habitat in undisturbed lakes in order to satisfy the DFO “No Net Loss” policy. 
EMAB recommends that approval for the DDMI proposal to modify the fi sh habitat in lakes e14, 
e17, m1, m2, m3 be delayed and other community identifi ed options to create or enhance 
the required fi sh habitat units in previously disturbed, impacted or modifi ed off site areas be 
investigated in order to satisfy the “No Net Loss” requirements.

No Net Loss

Canada’s Fisheries Act makes destruction of fi sh 
habitat illegal, so to allow for projects that will 
affect fi sh habitat, DFO has developed a Policy 
for the Management of Fish Habitat or “No 
Net Loss.”  When a project destroys or damages 
fi sh habitat, the company must offset the loss by 
replacing or creating an equal amount of fi sh 
habitat. Ideally, the habitat will be in the same 
area as the project and will be the same kind of 
habitat as was destroyed. If this is not possible 
then the policy allows for habitat creation away 
from the site or increasing habitat for the affected 
fi sh species. This could be by fi xing up damaged 
habitat somewhere else, or by increasing the 
productivity of existing habitat.
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EMAB also brought together a Traditional Knowledge panel in late January to discuss the No Net Loss 
issue and provide advice to EMAB. This fi rst-ever TK panel is discussed in detail on page 22. The panel 
members were still in the process of approving their report as of March 31.

EMAB also contacted DFO senior offi cials to start discussions to broaden DFO’s policy regarding 
destruction of fi sh habitat so that it takes a more holistic approach. EMAB has told DFO that the 
priorities of Aboriginal people cannot truly begin to be addressed because of the obstacle created by 
DFO’s artifi cial separation between fi sh habitat and fi sh management. EMAB received a response from 
DFO on this issue in mid-February encouraging the Board to follow up with Yellowknife staff. EMAB is 
now considering its next steps. 

Fish salvaging  – where fi sh are 
moved from one lake to another 
– at the Diavik site. 

MAJOR ISSUES
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AQUATIC EFFECTS MONITORING PROGRAM REPORTS
Background
The Aquatic Effects Monitoring Program (AEMP) is a requirement of Diavik’s water licence and its 
purpose is to measure the effects of the discharge from the mine on the water and the fi sh and other 
life forms in the lake. Diavik submits an annual report on the AEMP at the end of March each year. They 
presented the 2002 AEMP report to the DTC in June 2003. 

DTC members reviewed the 2002 AEMP report along with the revised report from 2001 (the revised 
version of the 2001 report was submitted in November 2002). They made a number of criticisms of 
the report, similar to those made in 2001. They also questioned the methodology and rationale behind 
parts of the program itself. In the end, they recommended the 2002 report be revised and did not 
recommend the revised 2001 report for approval.  

DTC raised the following issues about the report: 

• problems with some lab results;

• need to clarify sampling procedures; 

• discrepancies in reporting of data, data handling and combining of samples; and 

• numerous editorial errors.

They asked fundamental questions about the adequacy of the entire AEMP, particularly focusing on the 
number of samples taken and the analytical methods. DFO again recommended an independent review 
of the AEM program design. 

EMAB sent a letter in July 2002 to the MVLWB supporting the “suggestion that the AEMP undergo 
a thorough and independent review by an expert in this fi eld under the auspices of the MVLWB.” 
EMAB did not receive a response to this suggestion.
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What Did Emab Do?
EMAB discussed the comments made during the DTC review of the 2002 AEMP. They decided that 
the ongoing concerns expressed by DTC members about the AEMP raised serious questions about the 
ability of the program to accomplish its objectives. 

Following the discussion, EMAB made the following recommendation to the MVLWB on July 23, 
2003: 

EMAB recommends that the MVLWB contract an independent expert to undertake a thorough 
review of the AEMP to determine whether it is able to satisfy the core objectives of: 

• confi rming baseline fi ndings; 

• testing and confi rming impact assessment predictions; 

• detecting change in number and distribution of species; 

• providing the data necessary to revise model predictions; and 

• determining DDMI’s contribution to cumulative effects of human disturbance in the Lac de 
Gras Area.

 
The review should include the rationales provided by DDMI for exclusion of specifi c items in the 
water licence in section 2.3 of the July 2001 AEMP, specifi cally part K, item 1(vii)- exclusion of the 
required evaluation of eutrophication monitoring tools, and part K, item L – exclusion of a control 
site.   

Response/Outcome 

On February 11, 2004, the MVLWB agreed to an independent audit of the AEMP to evaluate its 
effectiveness in specifi c areas, such as:

• Are enough samples taken to show if the water quality is changing and if there are changes in 
the small creatures living in the water and in the lake bottom?

• Can the AEMP show changes over time, including since the mine was built?

Can the AEMP show whether the predicted effects (in the CSR) on the water and the animals and plants 
that live in it are taking place?

MVLWB staff informed EMAB that they would issue a Request for Proposals in early April 2004 with 
results of the audit expected by June.
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FENCING AT DIAVIK
Background
Following a site visit in May 2003, EMAB members noted that the open pits were not fenced in. EMAB 
reviewed the Environmental Agreement and the leases, as well as the CSR, and confi rmed that there 
were fencing requirements set out in the CSR. 

What Did Emab Do?
EMAB followed up with a letter to Diavik requesting fencing plans.

After receiving Diavik’s response EMAB made the following recommendation to the company and 
DIAND:

EMAB recommends that DDMI and Responsible Authorities immediately implement the fencing 
requirements detailed in the Diavik Diamond Project Comprehensive Study Report Section 9.4.1 
clause i).

Diavik has indicated that the timing is good to discuss the fencing issue now that the mine construction 
is completed and infrastructure is in place.

EMAB then initiated a three-phase plan to develop fencing recommendations: 

• Convene a TK panel to review the information, visit the site and make recommendations to 
EMAB.

• Convene a workshop involving scientists, community members and others to review existing 
studies and information and make recommendations to EMAB.

• Consider both sets of recommendations and develop EMAB recommendations destined for 
Diavik and regulators. 

Section 9.4.1 of the Diavik Comprehensive 
Study Report states that:
 
“The follow-up program to be specifi ed in the 
Environmental Agreement or land lease will also 
require Diavik to: 

at a minimum, fence areas including the open-
pits, fuel and explosive storage areas and the 
processed kimberlite containment area; the type 
of fencing remains to be determined. Fencing and 
diversion must be adaptive. Should monitoring 
determine that defl ection is required, defl ection 
methods will be tested.”
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EMAB accomplished the fi rst phase of the plan in March. The TK panel visited the Colomac mine to 
tour the fencing around the tailings pond, and then visited the Diavik mine to view the various areas that 
require fencing. The panel report includes detailed recommendations on type of fencing and methods 
for installing it. More detail on the panel can be found on page 24. 

EMAB expects the second and third phases to take place in September 2004.

(
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WATER QUALITY
Background
Water quality is important to Aboriginal people and is a high priority for EMAB. Ensuring that the quality 
of water remains viable is a great concern.  

What Did Emab Do? 

EMAB held a water quality workshop in Kugluktuk in September 2003.  The workshop included 
Board members along with participants selected by each of the Aboriginal Parties. With assistance 
from government experts, the federal inspector, Diavik experts and EMAB’s water quality expert, the 
workshop reviewed water quality monitoring of the Diavik project, and results to date. The workshop 
began by informing participants about water quality sampling and analysis techniques to give them a 
better understanding of the complexity of monitoring in isolated northern locations with ultra-clean, low-
nutrient water. 

In addition to reviewing Diavik’s water sampling system and the AEMP, participants spent a lot of time 
reviewing the ammonia issue and Diavik’s proposed amendment to ammonia limits in its water licence. 
Participants also heard a presentation on the Coppermine River Cumulative Effects Monitoring program 
and that DIAND had recently cut the water quality-sampling portion of the program.

EMAB reviewed the workshop report and made a number of recommendations as follows:

Reinstatement Of Coppermine River Water Quality Monitoring Program

EMAB recommends that DIAND reinstate the Coppermine River Water Quality Monitoring Program 
(letter of October 14, 2003 to DIAND Regional Director).
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Responsibility For Kugluktuk Water Supply

EMAB recommends the Parties address the question of responsibility in the case that 
Kugluktuk’s water supply becomes contaminated due to upstream mining activity including 
the Diavik mine (letter of January 7, 2004 to Parties to the Environmental Agreement).

Community Based Water Quality Monitoring

EMAB recommends the Aboriginal Parties to the Environmental Agreement develop a joint 
proposal for community based water quality monitoring of the Diavik mine at the Diavik TK 
camp.  EMAB recognizes that different Parties have different priorities, and that short-term 
research programs may not meet all the Parties’ community based water quality monitoring 
needs (letter of January 7, 2004 to Aboriginal Parties to the Environmental Agreement).

EMAB recommends that DDMI work directly with the community of Kugluktuk to determine 
appropriate ways that DDMI can fulfi ll its commitment to provide expertise and possible 
donations of equipment to the Kugluktuk community based water quality monitoring 
program, and that these commitments be formalized in writing when the details are 
arranged, and that EMAB receive a copy of the written commitments (letter of January 7, 
2004 to Diavik).

EMAB recommends that DDMI work with EMAB to explore ways that community based 
monitoring and traditional knowledge be used in Diavik’s future water quality monitoring 
activities to complement the current approach (letter of January 7, 2004 to Diavik).

EMAB recommends that DDMI work with EMAB to examine ways to provide training to 
community members to build capacity for water quality monitoring of the Diavik mine (letter 
of January 7, 2004 to Diavik).
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Appropriate Northern Water Quality Standards

EMAB recommends government water quality experts provide a written assessment as to 
whether water quality standards developed in southern Canada are suitable for the unique 
situation at Lac de Gras eg. the ultra-clean water and extreme temperatures (letter of 
January 7, 2004 to DIAND, DFO, EC and MVLWB).

Continue Site Visits

EMAB recommends that Diavik Diamond Mines Incorporated continue and expand its 
program to provide for site visits to the mine by community members and elders from the 
Aboriginal Communities to familiarize them with the site and associated activity as well as 
with environmental management and monitoring activity. DDMI is commended for their work 
in this area to date (letter of January 7, 2004 to Diavik).

Response/Outcome
DIAND responded to EMAB’s recommendation to reinstate the Coppermine River Water Quality 
Monitoring Program on March 16, 2004. They said that the program had been scaled back to monitor 
only water quantity, that funds had recently been secured to monitor water quality at the outlet of Lac 
de Gras, and that they are requesting long-term funding to continue this work.

EMAB has not received any other responses to these recommendations.
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EMAB’S PRIORITIES FOR 2004-05 ARE TO:
• Prepare a strategic plan with major emphasis on engaging Aboriginal communities in the 

strategic planning process;

• build capacity, increase awareness and support meaningful participation of Aboriginal peoples in 
environmental monitoring activities related to the Diavik project;

• monitor environmental effects of the Diavik project while focusing on issues surrounding wildlife, 
particularly caribou, fi sh and water;

• monitor regulators to ensure plans and programs are thoroughly reviewed and necessary follow-
up is done;

• further implementation of the Communications Strategy;

• more use of Traditional Knowledge panels and implement an Expert Scientifi c panel

In addition to its day-to-day mandate of monitoring the Diavik project and the regulators, and 
communicating with communities regarding the project, EMAB has a number of major initiatives 
planned for 2004-05.

Strategic Planning and Community Engagement – EMAB will work with its Parties, focusing on 
Aboriginal Parties, to engage their communities in developing a strategic plan that fulfi lls EMAB’s 
mandate while emphasizing identifi ed priorities. EMAB will consult with communities in the fall of 2004 
in order to gain a better understanding of community priorities regarding the environment as related 
to Diavik.  

Traditional Knowledge – EMAB will continue asking its highly successful Traditional Knowledge panels 
to provide advice on appropriate issues. EMAB also hopes to make greater use of Diavik’s Traditional 
Knowledge camp for such activities as water quality monitoring and caribou migration monitoring.

Fencing – EMAB will host a technical workshop on fencing for the Diavik mine for scientists, community 
representatives, Diavik representatives and others in order to receive suggestions for implementing the 
requirements as laid out in the Comprehensive Study Report. EMAB will then take these, along with 
those of the Traditional Knowledge panel from March of 2004, and develop a set of recommendations 
to send to Diavik regarding fencing at the mine site.

WORKPLAN and BUDGET FOR 2004/05
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Research – The Board continues to track talks on development of a single regional monitoring agency 
for the Slave Geological Province. These discussions entered a new phase following the MVEIRB Report 
and Reasons for Decision on the Environmental Assessment of the Snap Lake project in July 2003. The 
Minister of DIAND ratifi ed the report in October 2003 and included a requirement that all parties work 
toward consolidating the Environmental Agreements for the Diavik mine, the Ekati mine and the Snap 
Lake mine into one. Discussions on the Snap Lake Environmental Agreement have been taking place and 
are expected to include a similar requirement. The Board continues to support continuation of initiatives 
to collect environmental baseline information and implement cumulative effects monitoring in the Slave 
Geological Province as a means to improve decision-making and environmental assessment.

Monitoring – EMAB will continue to work with regulators to ensure timely, rigorous review for 
environmental management plans, environmental monitoring programs and reports while making sure 
that documents submitted by Diavik are of the highest possible quality. EMAB also looks forward to the 
results of the MVLWB’s independent review of the AEMP.

Water Quality – EMAB will continue to monitor the decision process on the application by Diavik to 
amend the ammonia limits in its water licence and will submit comments intended to improve the 
amendment process in the future.

Fish Habitat Compensation (No Net Loss) – EMAB has made signifi cant advances in fi nding ways to 
offset fi sh habitat losses caused by the Diavik project without disturbing pristine lakes. EMAB is now 
working on exploring more holistic approaches that consider the fi sh as well as their habitat as part of 
the range of possibilities for compensating for effects of development on fi sh. 

Implementation of the Communications Strategy – EMAB has implemented a number of the 
recommendations in the Communications Strategy and plans to complete this process in 2004-05. 
The strategic planning process will help to fi ne-tune and even re-direct the Communications Strategy, 
particularly in relation to communities and communications tools. We will also develop a plain language 
summary of the Environmental Agreement. 
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Capacity Building - EMAB will continue its capacity funding programs to support Affected Communities 
in participating in monitoring the Diavik project. With the recent creation of the Communications 
Coordinator position, EMAB will be able to provide additional support to Aboriginal Parties in developing 
and implementing projects to build capacity in Affected Communities. The Communications Coordinator 
will also assist in communicating complex issues to communities and in making sure that EMAB hears, 
understands and addresses community concerns.

Organizational Development – the Board will hold training sessions and workshops with Board members 
and alternates. The Board will continue to systematize its procedures and review bylaws and policies 
to improve effi ciency and effectiveness. The Board also plans to meet with regulators to review the 
Environmental Agreement and increase awareness of the roles of EMAB and others. 

EMAB anticipates six Board meetings over the coming year and plans to continue rotating meetings 
among the Affected Communities. EMAB is now using Board teleconferences more frequently; these 
offer greater effi ciency for routine items as well as improving cost effi ciency and reducing time demands 
on Board members.

BUDGET

EXPENSES
Administration 77,100
Capital Cost 0
Management Services 242,200
Board 96,200
Sub-Committees 11,200
Community Capacity Building 150,000
Strategic Planning 64,200
Projects 118,700

Contingency 10,400

TOTAL 770,000

Note: EMAB will be submitting its two-year workplan and budget to Diavik in September 2004.
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To the Board of Directors of the
Environmental Monitoring Advisory Board

I have audited the balance sheet of the Environmental Monitoring Advisory Board as at March 31, 
2004 and the statements of fund balances and cash fl ows for the year then ended.  These fi nancial 
statements are the responsibility of the Environmental Monitoring Advisory Board.  My responsibility is 
to express an opinion on these fi nancial statements based on my audit.

I conducted my audit in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards. Those 
standards require that I plan and perform an audit to obtain reasonable assurance whether the fi nancial 
statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence 
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the fi nancial statements. An audit also includes assessing 
the accounting principles used and signifi cant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating 
the overall fi nancial statement presentation.

In my opinion, these fi nancial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the fi nancial position of 
the Environmental Monitoring Advisory Board as at March 31, 2004 and the results of its operations 
and its cash fl ows for the year then ended in accordance with Canadian generally accepted accounting 
principles. 

Charles Jeffery
Chartered Accountant
Yellowknife, Northwest Territories
June 4, 2004 
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ABBREVIATIONS
AEMP  Aquatic Effects Monitoring Program
AGM  Annual General Meeting
BHPB  BHP Billiton Inc.
CEAMF Cumulative Effects Assessment and Management Framework
CIMP  Cumulative Impacts Monitoring Program
CSR  Comprehensive Study Report
DDMI  Diavik Diamond Mines Inc. 
DIAND  Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development
DFO  Department of Fisheries and Oceans
DTC  Diavik Technical Committee
EA  Environmental Agreement
EC  Environment Canada
EMAB  Environmental Monitoring Advisory Board
ENGO  Environmental Non-Government Organization
GN  Government of Nunavut
GNWT  Government of the Northwest Territories
IEMA  Independent Environmental Monitoring Agency
KIA  Kitikmeot Inuit Association
MVEIRB Mackenzie Valley Environmental Impact Review Board
MVLWB Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
NSMA  North Slave Metis Alliance
RWED  Resources, Wildlife and Economic Development
SEMA  Socio Economic Monitoring Agreement
TK  Traditional Knowledge
WEMP Wildlife Effects Monitoring Program
WKSS  West Kitikmeot Slave Study Society
YKDFN Yellowknives Dene First Nation
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